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STUDY NOTE FOR BANKING AND OTHER EXAMINATIONS

 A course of Action is step or administrative decision 

to be taken up for improvement or follow-up for 

further action in regard to the problem, policy etc. 

on the basis of the information given in statement.

 Problem and solution based: When the presented 

situation talks of a problem and the suggested course 

of action talk of a solution.

 The solution or course of action is practically 

possible.

 A suggested course of actions can be said to solve/

reduce/minimize, the problem

 Note: A course of action if not possible in practical 

life is not advisable or possible

 •Water fall model to solve their type of 

 question.

 Think & Analyse The Problem 

 Find The Logical Positive Solution 

 Problem Minimized or Resolved

Ex.1-5. (1) Only I follows 

 (2) Only II follows

 (3) Either I or II follows

 (4) Neither I nor II follows

 (5) Both I and II follows

Ex.1. Statement: 

 A large number of people in ward X of the city are 

diagnosed to be suffering from malaria.

 Course of Action: 

 I. The city municipal authority should take   

 immediate steps to carry out extensive   

 fumigation in ward X. 

 II. The people in the area should be advised to take  

 steps avoid mosquito bites. 

Sol.(5) As both the action are for the prevention and 

elimination of mosquitoes. The action will reduce 

the problem.

2. Fact and improvement based: When the presented 

situations talks of a simple fact (not a problem, just 

a situation) and the suggested courses of action 

suggest ways improvement.

Ex.2. Statement:

 On an average, about twenty people are run 

over by trains and die every day   

while crossing the railway tracks through the level 

crossing.

 Course of Action: 

 I.  The railway authorities should be instructed to  

 close all the level crossings.

 II.  Those who are found crossing the tracks, when 

  the gates are closed, should be fined heavily.

Sol.(2)  Accidents can be prevented by barring people from 

the crossing track. So, this action suggests the 

improvement. 

Ex.3. Statement:

 In spite of the principal’s repeated warnings, a 

child was caught exploding crackers secretly in the 

school.

 Course of Action: 

 I.  All the crackers should be taken away from the  

 child and he should be threatened not to do it  

 again.

 II. The child should be severely punished for his  

 wrong act.

Sol.(2) Since the act has been repeated despite various 

warnings, so course of action I would only be another 

warning and would not help. Severe punishment to 

set example for him and others is inevitable. Thus, 

Course of action II shall follow.

Ex.4. Statement: 

 The finance minister submits his resignation a 

month before the new budget is to be presented in 

the parliament.

 Course of Action: 

 I. The resignation should be accepted and another 

Problem & Course of Action
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person should be appointed as the Finance Minister.

 II. The resignation should not be    

accepted.

Sol.(2) Clearly, an already working Finance Minister 

shall know better all the plans   

and resources of the government and he alone can 

present a suitable budget so, course II follows.

Ex.5. Statement: 

 There has been a significant drop in the water level 

of all the lakes supplying water to the city.

 Course of Action: 

 I. The water supply authority should  impose a   

 partial cut in supply to tackle the situation.

 II. The government should appeal to all the residents 

though mass media for minimal use of water.

Sol.(5) The situation can be tackled by periodic cuts in 

supply, and urging people to conserve water. So, 

both course of Action follows.

Q.1. Statement :   
 Imported fruits which are priced at nearly thrice of the regular price have been flooding the market, making fruits 

out of reach for a middle class household. 
 Courses of action:   
 I. The government should regulate the prices of fruits so as to make them affordable to the common man.
 II.  Indian farmers should be encourage to grow the imported varieties of fruits as these are more popular among  

 the general public.
 (1) Only I follows   (2) Only II follows  (3) Either I or II follows
 (4) Neither I nor II follows  (5) Both I and II follows
Q.2. Statement :  
 Four cases of pick pocketing were reported at one of the most renowned five star hotels last evening 
 Courses of action :
 I.  The hotel staff should be instructed to be vigilant and report any suspicious person or activity.
 II.  More CCTV cameras should be installed near the dining and reception areas of the hotel where these incidents 
  took place. 
 (1) Only I follows   (2) Only II follows  (3) Either I or II follows
 (4) Neither I nor II follows  (5) Both I and II follows
Q.3. Statement:  
 Very few students have been opted for academic research as professional courses offer better economic dividends.
 Courses of action:
 I. Academic research should be linked to industry so as to improve its economic perspective.
 II. Economic dividends of professional courses should be made less attractive so as  to attract 
  students to academic research as well.
 (1) Only I follows   (2) Only II follows  (3) Either I or II follows 
 (4) Neither I nor II follows  (5) Both I and II follows
Q.4. Statement:
 People see tax as a burden and thus device ways to underpay or avoid it altogether. 
 Courses of action :
  I.  Govt. should educate and inform citizens about the ways in which taxes help in  development of the nation 
 II. Tax rates should be increased so that the under- recovery in collection is compensated
 (1) Only I follows   (2) Only II follows  (3) Either I or II follows
 (4) Neither I nor II follows  (5) Both I and II follows

EXERCISE
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Q.5. Statement:
 A plethora of bodies with no single one which can be held accountable for city’s development is the;key reason 

behind its rather stagnant state. 
 Courses of action :  
 I.  Each body should be given a set of duties and there should be no duplication in such   

allocation. 
 II.  An umbrella committee should be appointed with powers to regulate  actions of all other bodies.
 (1) Only I follows   (2) Only II follows  (3) Either I or II follows 
 (4) Neither I nor II follows  (5) Both I and II follows
Q.6-11. In each of the following questions a statement is given followed by three Courses of Action. A Course of Action 

is taken for improvement, follow up etc. Read the statement carefully and give answer -
 (1) I and II follow   (2) II and III follow   (3) I and III follow
 (4) I and either II or III follow  (5) All follow
Q.6. Statement : 
 Because of heavy rains for the last five days, the water level of the river has crossed the danger mark. 
 Course of Action:   
 I.  The Government should employee para- military personnel to meet any eventuality.
 II.  The health officials should gear up to face the onset of any disease.
 III. Relief operations should be planned in advance.
Q.7. Statement:  
 Recently, in an unfortunate development, more than 120 people were killed when the police resorted to lathi 

charge on a mob.
 Course of Action:  
 I.  The police trainees should be given a course on mob behaviour and group psychology.
 II. The police officer on duty should immediately be suspended.
 III. An enquiry commission should be set up to examine any avoidable reasons of the incident. 
Q.8. Statement:  
 The fiscal deficit of the country is not likely to be contained within 7.2% limit as prescribed by the IMF.
 Course of Action:  
 I.  Efforts should be made not to let the fiscal deficit grow anymore
 II.  Efforts should be made to reduce the fiscal deficit. 
 III. Efforts should be made not to allow IMF to interfere in our internal economic matters.
Q.9. Statement: 
 Poverty is increasing because the people, who are deciding how to tackle it, know absolutely nothing about the 

poor.
 Course of Action: 
 I. The decision makers should go to the grass root levels.
 II. The decision makers should come from the poor sections of the society.
 III.A new set of decision makers should replace the existing one. 
 (1) Only I follows   (2) Only II follows  (3) Either I or II follows  

(4) Neither I nor II follows  (5) Both I and II follows
Q.10. Statement: 
 The Management of School M has decided to give free breakfast from next academic year to all the students in its 

primary section though they will not get any government grant.
 Course of Action: 
 I. The school will have to admit many poor students who will seek admission for the next academic year.
 II. The canteen facilities and utensils have to be checked and new purchase to be made to equip it properly.
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 III. Funds should be raised to support the scheme for years to come.
 (1) Only I follows   (2) Only either I or II follows    
 (3) Only II and III follows   (4) None follows   
 (5) None of these
Q.11. Statement:  
 The company X has rejected first lot of valves supplied by company A and has cancelled its entire huge order 

quoting use of inferior quality material and poor rafts man ship.
 Course of Action: 
 I. The company A needs investigate functioning of its purchase, production and quality control department.
 II. The company A should inspect all the valves rejected by company X.
 III. The company A should inform company X that steps have been taken for improvement and renegotiate  

 schedule of supply
 (1) Only I follows    (2)  Only II follows  
 (3) Only II and either I or III follows  (4) All I, II and II follow 
 (5) None follows
Q.12. Read the following information and answer the question.
 A large number of students who have passed their XII standard examination in the city X could not get admission 

to colleges in city X as the numbers of seats available are inadequate.
 Which of the following could be the most feasible long term course of action?
 (1) The government should encourage the private sector to open new colleges.
 (2) The students should enroll in distance learning programs.
 (3) Colleges of city X should increase the minimum cut-off for admission.
 (4) The parents should be asked to send their children abroad for higher studies.
 (5) The evaluation system of XII standard examination should be made tougher so that fewer students pass the  

 examination.
Q.13. Read the following information and answer the question:
 Many shops in the local market have extended their shops and occupied most part of the footpath in front of their 

shops and blocking the traffic route.
 Which of the following be the valid course of action?
 (1)  The civic authority should immediately activate a task force to clear all the footpaths encroached by the shop 

owners.
 (2)  The civic authority should charge hefty penalty to the shop owners for occupying the footpath.
 (3)  The civic authority should provide notice to all the shop owners for occupying the footpath.
 (4) The civic authority should set up a monitoring systems so that such encroachments do not recur in future.
 (5)  As their is no parking space for the customer vehicle hence, civil authority should immediately clear the  

 encroached area. 

Q.1.(5) Both I and II are follows because they solve the 
problem of the statement.

Q.2.(1) Only I follows because the second one not solve 
our problem and the first one solve our problem.

Q.3.(1) People should provide information about 
contribution of tax payment in country’s 
development.

Q.4.(1) Only I follows because they solve the problem 
of the statement.

Q.5.(1)  
Q.6.(5) All the actions are advisable as they would 

reduce the chances of any epidemic etc.  
Q.7.(3) Q.8.(1)  
Q.9.(3)
Q.10.(3)    
Q.11.(2) 
Q.12.(1)
Q.13.(2)

EXPLANATION
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STATEMENT AND ASSUMPTION

  “Assumption” means something which have 
been assumed,supposed or something taken for 
granted.

 To deal with questions of assumption we need to 
think about what has thought/happened before 
the statement is been said or done.

 Assumption V/S IMPLICATION
 An “Implication” allows us to think or draw 

conclusion even though it has not been specifically 
stated while ‘Assumption’ is somthing that is 
accepted as true, or certain to happen.

Must be
 Positive

Connect
With

Statement

Think 
Logically Presupposing

Assumption

 EXAMPLES
Ex.1-2. (1) If only I is implicit
 (2) If only II is implicit
 (3) If either I or II is implicit
 (4) If neither I nor II is implicit
 (5) If both I and II are implicit
Ex.1.  Statement : 
 An advertisement in the newspaper- ‘Learn a 

foreign language course to get a high paying job’
 Assumption : 
 I.  Those who learn foreign language 
  get highly paid jobs.
 II. Only a foreign language can get   

 someone a high paying job.
Sol.(1) As ‘foreign language’ directly connects to ‘high 

pay’ therefore.
 Assumption I is implicit and in assumption II 

‘only’ is written makes the sense negative.
Ex.2.  Statement : 
 The govt. has recently advised all the public 

sector banks to reduce rate of interest on home 
loans upto Rs. 25 lakhs

 Assumption: 

 I.  The public sector banks may reduce 

  the interest on all home loans upto   
Rs. 25 lakhs.

 II.  People may take undue advantage 

  of the govt.’s decision.

Sol.(1) As “govt. advised PSU to reduce rate of interest” 
this could only be said if we assume that PSU 
Banks will seek to government’s advice while 
in assumption II this will be done after the 
accomplishment of the statement. Hence, 
assumption (I) is implicit.

Ex.3.  Read the passage carefully and answer the 
question given below.

 The govt. has appealed to all citizens to use 
potable water judiciously as there is an acute 
shortage in supply. Excessive use may lead to 
huge scarcity in future months.

 Which of the following assumptions is implicit in 
the above statement?

 (1) People may “Ignore the appeal  and 

  continue using water as per their   
 consideration.”

 (2) Govt. may be able to tap those who

  do not respond to the appeal.

 (3) Govt. may be able to put in place   
 alternate source of water in the    
 event of a crisis situation.

 (4) Large number of people may

  positively respond to the govt.’s 

  appeal and help tide over the crisis.

 (5) Only poor are going to suffer from  

  this shortage of water supply.

Sol.(4) Since, Govt. is forecasting the scarity of water in 
future and appealing to all citizens. ‘Appealing’ 
word shows request from the people and a belief 
that people will take it in a positive way. Hence, 
Assumption (4) is implicit.
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Q.1-5.  In each question below is given a Statement followed by two assumptions/inferences numbered I and II. An 
assumption is something supposed or taken for granted and an inference is something which can be directly 
inferred from the given facts. You have to consider the Statement and the following assumptions/ inferences and 
decide which of those is/are implicit in the Statement.

 Give answer (1) if only I is implicit.   

 Give answer (2) if only II is implicit 

 Give answer (3) if either I or II is implicit.  

 Give answer (4) if neither I nor II is implicit. 

 Give answer (5) if both I and II are implicit.

Q.1. Statement : Using calculator for simpler calculations adversely affects mathematical abilities of children.

 Assumptions :

 I. Using calculator for complex calculations may not affect mathematical abilities adversely. 

 II.  Complex calculations cannot be done manually without the help of a calculator.

Q.2.  Statement : For underwater battles only weaponry X should be used.

 Assumptions :

 I.  Not all weaponry can function well under water.

 II.  There are different kinds of weaponry available for battles on ground and under water.

Q.3. Statement : An advertisement by EasyAir, a private airline ‘Travel to Meerut by our airlines and get a chance to 
win an all expenses paid holiday to Bangkok’.

 Assumptions :

 I.  Easy Air flights are available for Bangkok.

 II.  The city of Meerut has an airport

Q.4. Statement : As the prices of petrol and diesel shoot up, more and more people are resorting to the use of electric 
cars.

 Assumptions :

 I.  Using electricity for powering cars is less expensive than using petrol or diesel.

 II.  Many people cannot afford the raised prices of petrol and diesel

Q.5. Statement : Book your railway tickets at least three months in advance to ensure a confirmed reservation.

 Assumptions :

 I.  No booking is taken by the railways before three months of the date of journey.

 II.  Air tickets need to be booked as much in advance as train tickets

Q.6-10.  In Each questions below is given a statement followed by some assumptions. An assumption is something 
supposed or taken for granted. You have to consider the statement and assumptions and decide which of the 
assumptions is implicit in the statements, then decide which of the answer is correct.

Q.6. Statement:  We must be prepared to face any eventuality and all the assignments must be completed as per their 
schedule-Director told the faculty members.

 Assumptions :   

EXERCISE
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 I.  There is a possibility of any serious eventuality.

 II.   Dates are fixed for all the assignments.

 III.  Faculty members are supposed to complete all assignments.

 (1) All  (2)  Only II and III                (3) None (4) Only III (5) Only I 

Q.7. Statement :  Prakash decided to get the railway reservation in May for the journey he wants to make in July, to 
Madras.

 Assumptions :    

 I.  The railways issues reservations two months in advance.

    II.  There are more than one train to Madras.

 III.  There will be vacancy in the desired class.

 (1) Only II and III      (2)  Only I             (3) All (4)  Only  I and III (5) None of  these

Q.8. Statement:   “X-chocolate is ideal as a gift for someone you love” -an advertisement.

 Assumptions :   

 I.  People generally give gifts to loved ones.

 II.  Such advertisment generally influence people.

 III.  Chocalate can be considered as a gift item.

 (1)  Only I and II (2) Only I and III (3) All (4)  Only II and III   (5) None of  these

Q.9. Statement:  In view of the recent spurt in Sugar prices in the open market the government has asked the dealers 
to release a vast quantitiy of imported sugar in the open market.

 Assumptions :   

 I.  The dealers will follow the government directive.

 II.  The sugar price will come down.

 III.  The prices of indigenous sugar will remain unchanged.

 (1) None  (2)  Only I and II  (3) Only I and III   (4)  All (5)  Only II and III

Q.10. Statement:  Prabodh  wrote a second letters to his mother after a month as he did not receive any reply to the first 
letter.

 Assumptions :    

 I.  Prabodh’s mother did not receive the letter.

 II.  The letter generally reaches within a fortnight.

 III.  His mother promptly sends reply to his letters.  

 (1)  Only II and III         (2) Only III         (3) None       (4)  Only I and III (5) None of  these

Q.11-13.  In each question below is given a Statement followed by three assumptions (I), (II) and (III). An assumption is 
something supposed or taker for granted. You have to consider the Statement and the following assumptions and 
decide which of the assumption(s) is/are implicit in the Statement. 

Q.11. Statement : The govt. has decided to auction construction of highways to private entities in several blocks across 
the country on build operate transfer basis. 

 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above Statement ?

 I.  An adequate number of private entities may not respond to the Government’s auction notification,
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 II.   Many private entities in the country are capable of constructing highways within reasonable time.

 III.  The Govt.’s proposal of build-operate-transfer may financially benefit the private entities.    

 (1) Only (I) and (II) are implicit  (2) Only (II) and (III) are implicit

 (3) Only (II) is implicit   (4) Only (I) and (III) are implicit  

 (5) None of  these

Q.12.    Statement :  The apex body controlling universities in the country has decided to revise the  syllabus of all the 
technical courses to make them focused towards the present needs of the industry there by making the technical 
graduates more employable than they are at present. 

 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above Statement ?

 I. Technical colleges affiliated to different universities may not welcome the apex body’s decision and may  
 continue with the same syllabus as at present.

 II.  The industry may welcome the decision of the apex body and scale up their hiring from 

  these colleges.

 III. The Govt. may not allow the apex body to implement its decision in all the colleges as it may  

  lead to chaos.

 (1) None is implicit   (2) Only (I) is implicit      (3) Only (II) is implicit  

 (4) Only (III) is implicit  (5) Only (I) and (II) are implicit

Q.13. Statement : The airlines have requested all their bonafide passengers to check the status of flight operations 
before leaving their homes as heavy fog is causing immense problems to normal flight operations. 

 Which of the following assumption(s) is/are implicit in the above Statement ?

 I.  The majority of the air passengers may check the flight status before starting their journey to the airport.

 II.  The Govt. may take serious objection to the notice issued by the airline company.

 III.  Majority of the passengers may cancel their tickets and postpone their journey till the situation becomes  
 normal.

 (1) None is implicit   (2) Only (I) is implicit   (3) Only (II) is implicit  

 (4) Only (II) is implicit  (5) Only (I) and (III) are implicit

Q.1.(4)  

Q.2.(5)   

 Q.3.(5)     

Q.4.(5)  

Q.5.(4)

Q.6.(1) All three assumptions are implict in the statement.

Q.7.(4) 

Q.8.(3) 

Q.9.(2) 

Q.10.(5) Only 1 and 2   

Q.11.(2) Only (II) and (III) assumptions are implicit 
because these two are relevent with situation 
while (I) is not relevent for the’statement.

Q.12.(3) Only (II) is implicit because it is related 
assumptions to the statement while (I) and (III) 
assumptions are not relevent it cannot be said 
definitely.

Q.13.(2) Only assumption (I) is implicit because most 
of the passangers may be check the schedule 
of flight. While (II) and (III) assumption  are  
irrelevent to the statement.

EXPLANATION
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